WALL24 - Wall Hanging Cabinet

Shown with optional shelf (WALLSH12)

A Wall Hanging Cabinet good enough
to hang out with the best of them.

WALL24 Cabinet are as
easy to install as...

Your configurations are not limited to stacking cabinets. Our WALL24
cabinet fastens easily to your wall, and lets you place additional storage
over your setup, while leaving your counter or work surface available,
like a kitchen setup. Fact is, this cabinet has made it's way into high-tech
kitchens and laundry rooms. Once you get a taste for Can-Am metal
cabinets, everything else is kind of ordinary.

1. Screw the wall hanging
bracket firmly to the wall

The WALL24 cabinet is the same width as our standard modular
cabinets, so it lines up perfectly with your cabinets below. At 12" deep
and 24" high, it is the ideal size for ‘everything else’ you want to store.
This cabinet makes a great dust-free bookshelf and it can be used for
storing CDs or DVDs. Even dishes.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 40 lb
Cabinet Dimension: 37.75" W x 24" H x 12" D
Inside Dimension: 35.75" W x 22" H x 11" D
Construction: 20 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat

2. Hang the cabinet
onto the bracket

FEATURES
- Series of tabs accept optional shelves (WALLSH12)
- Provides dust-free, versatile, storage opportunities
- Lines up with all standard width Can-Am cabinets
- Reverse hanger channel welded to the cabinet hooks
onto the wall bracket provided for easy installation
- Provides storage above and frees up your counter.
OPTIONS: Wall cabinets feature a series of tabs, that accept our optional, ultra-thin, reinforced wall cabinet shelves.
WALLSH12 - Shelf Weight - 7lb Dimension: 35.25" W by 0.5" H by 11" D (Will not fit in any other Can-Am cabinet.)
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